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Music in any form offers long lasting effects of happiness and peacefulness and when one gets an
opportunity to listen or watch one favorite or famous show live then this feeling of happiness is
multiplied by many folds. And if all this is made available in a city full of life and culture then no one
can describe the feel in words. Sydney is known as the cultural capital of Australia and is also listed
in the top ten cities which must be visited before one dies.

Sydney came to be existed in the year 1788 when Arthur Phillip discovered it as the first British
colony in Australia. The city boosts of national parks, crystal clear beaches, food festivals and much
more. However, one of the things which make Sydney different from other cities is the presence of
the Lyric Theater in Sydney which offers it an elevated status when compared with other cities.

Sydneyâ€™s lyric theater is notable place offering electrifying atmosphere which is a perfect mix of
culture and tradition in a modern day. Many refer to the Lyric theater as a live entertainment
platform which offers musicals, opera, ballet and theatre acts which offers mesmerizing experiences
for people enjoying the same. And since Sydney is place which does not differentiate in people or
categories them in age brackets but lets everyone enjoy the modernity coupled with traditionalism in
sync with perfect musical indulgence which no one would want to miss.

If one was check the lyric theaters site then one is sure to come across the events that have taken
place at the theater which include classic Mary Poppins to the latest Hairsprays and some of the
legendary performers, such as Michael Crawford, Tony Bennett, and Julio Iglesias. The theater
offers all the details about the shows and the timing along with the seating plan to its audiences so
that they can pick and choose form a show or event of their choice and also plan according where
they would want to set.

It was after 2008 that lyric Theater got critically acclaimed after its masterpiece act in the form of
The Phantom of the Opera which not only added to the popularity of the theater and also offered a
platform to many to viewers for enjoying the mesmerizing moments which would last with them for a
life time.
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